Quantitative Science Course Union

Weekly Meeting
Attendees (#):

7 JANUARY 2019 | 2
 :00 PM | UNC 105 | Snacks: Cam, Jeff

Maria, Liam, Jen, Parsa, Kim, Kristine, Will, Sabrina, Emily, Lauren, Brett (Tutor), Cameron,
Nicole, Kathryn, Jeff “How do I even integrate” Bulmer, Jordan, Mack

Last Meeting Follow-up:

➔ Introductions
➔ Position
➔ How was everyone’s break? Everyone had a good break so far

New Business:

High Priority = Red
Med Priority = Orange
Low Priority = Green
Once we have talked about a topic, the background of that item will turn grey such as this line!
Topic of Discussion

By

Time

Action (Y/N)

nwHacks Results
● QSCU and Robotics has $3000
● Depending on who accepts their thing, they can get up to $100
● Those going are responsible for themselves, and the QSCU
assumes no liability

Parsa

15

Yes

*NEW* QSCU Tutor System
1) Create Contract : we have people coming to us looking for tutor,
and we have tutors who want to work with us. We become the
MIDDLE-PERSON. The tutor pays us $25/mo to advertise
themselves on our website. This money will help us pay for things
2) Flush out details: how much are we charging people? Do we
charge some people more things? How and where do we
advertise them? Do we just advertise people or companies also?
How do we verify their qualifications? How do we know if they
are good or bad? “Rate My Tutor”? Who wants to create
contract: Liam, Lauren, Jen -- we gotta hold people accountable
and make sure there is no liability on us , methods of payment
and invoices

Parsa

20

Yes

*NEW* QSCU Job Board
● People contact us to tell us they are hiring
● We should post these jobs so people know about them

Parsa

10

Yes

Symposium Speakers Deadlines:
1) What day should we do this? (decide on this today)
a) We need to book soon
2) Email all potential speakers to see if they’re interested/available
by Jan 13th
a) Who is Alberta help
3) We will confirm a list of speakers on Jan 14th

Parsa

15

Yes, Lauren,
Kat

UBC Vancouver Technical Career Fair 2018 - January 31st
*NEW* UBC Okanagan Technical Career Fair 2019 ● It got snowy last year… so lets make them come to us so we don’t
risk our own lives
● They bring lots of dope companies that advertise things
● Accelerate, Co-Op office, BC Cancer Centre(Thor and Rasika)

Parsa

15

Yes - TBD

Midterm Review Sessions
1) Sabrina/Sean contact SL to see who’s the SL for Math and
Physics
2) COSC: Mackenzie - find out midterm dates for COSC 111, 121
a) Feb 14th
3) STATS: Kristine - find out midterm dates for 1st/2nd yr stats
courses: there’s business stats (124)
4) DATA: Kristine (301)?? Have tentative dates for midterms
(February 7th or 12th/ March 7th or 12th)

Parsa

15

Yes - TBD

*NEW* QSCU Outreach Program: “Is a QSCU program in which we
outreach to high school students” ~ Mack, 2019

Parsa

20

Yes - TBD

Parsa

10

Yes - All Exec

We have only for phys, math, cosc (kinda)
We include multiple course unions to expose them to different fields
1) Grade 9/10
2) Grade 11/12
After much discussion, we are going to focus on Grade 10/11 and 12
(maybe)
Kat and friends (lots) are leading it
Currently deciding on schools to reach out to and finalizing a date
Maria is leading MATH
Mack is leading COSC (back up Lauren)
Tentative for PHYS - Sabrina/Sean
Clubs and Course Union Expo: Jan 16th 10:00 - 3:30+Setup/Take Down
- Fill out your availability using this doodle poll

-

What should do we do on that day?: advertise ourselves

DRAO Observatory Tour:
- Need to choose two tentative dates and times, tours are about
1.5 hours long (I was thinking maybe in March when weather is a
bit better?)
- Two guides available, each guide can take 15 people
- March 23rd or 30th (?) -- Need to submit dates soon

Sabrina

10

Yes - Sabrina

Emily

3

Yes-Emily,
Mack,
Sabrina, etc

Meme Monday - Send me your memes y’all ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Lauren

1

Yes - Lauren

Fresh look on our website - THANKS CAM!!

Parsa

1

No

1

maybe?

Funding Application due on 18th.
- Course Reps let me know what you are spending
- @Pasra we need to discuss what to request
Tell Emily what we want to do and an approximate amount

meme.qscu@gmail.com

Pie Sales:
- Sean is emailing laura now

Side Notes/Pre Meetings:
➔ None

Action Items: [name: action - done by]

e.g Parsa: Create new Meeting Notes by Oct 29th
➔ Lauren:
◆
➔ Parsa:
◆
➔ Sean:
◆
➔ Emily:

◆
➔ Mack:
◆
➔ Kat:
◆
➔ Sabrina:
◆
➔ Liam:
◆

Next Week’s Agenda:
➔

Pending Events:
➔

Upcoming Midterm Review Sessions:
➔

Upcoming Events:

➔ IEEE Arduino Workshop -

This semester’s Events:

➔ What to do with your Major
➔ Co-op info session
➔ Dunk your T-BAE (with Liam and other TA’s)
◆ Collaborate with other course unions or the SUO ? Maybe have it at the Recess
Carnival
➔ Dr. David Griffiths possibly giving a lecture series (He writes 3 of the physics textbooks
used in studies here, the 3 ones that are worth a damn)
➔ Math-History workshop by Wayne Bro and Anthro course union
➔ Augmented Reality by Khalad Hasan (New HCI prof)
◆ He does work with Unity as well so maybe a Unity workshop? Yes!
➔ Computing in Physics (Python)
➔ Collaboration with AMP Lab
➔ Collaboration with IEEE
➔ Industry Symposium
➔ Machine Learning Workshop - Jeff Andrews?
➔ LaTeX Workshop - Sarah MacQueen?
➔ Build a Computer?
➔ Build a Server/Home Network - Ramon?
➔ Git Workshop 2.0 - Mack

